
We, ALFATRADE Ltd., have created a new medicinal product that can lay a 

foundation of a new direction in pharmacology, which will be based not on 

biochemical, but on the biophysical principle of impact on the human body. 

The technology of CRIOMELT MN production is unique and it is patented. 

CRIOMELT MN is made from specially treated water, shilajit and honey (5 mg / 

ml) and, we believe, has the ability to favorably influence on the water, which is a 

part of the human body, in such a way that human health improves. 

The composition of the drug simply does not have any synthesis products that 

could have a biochemical effect on the body. 

This, we know, sounds unusual and causes doubts. We also know, that all the great 

ideas, when arise, sound unusual and cause doubts. 

The worth of our idea is confirmed by practice. 

Many new drugs’ ideas have not been implemented, because their effectiveness 

and safety have not been proven by research. 

The case of CRYOMELT MN is a completely different case. 

CRYOMELT MN studies revealed high efficacy and safety of this drug. 

CRYOMELT MN successfully passed preclinical and clinical studies in the 

Russian Federation, received state registration and has been added to the Russian 

Federation’s State catalog of medical preparations as a hepatoprotector. 

We chose this direction, since when using the drug CRYOMELT MN for the liver 

diseases of various etiologies treatment, the visible effect of treatment comes very 

quickly and it is can be confirmed easily by the blood analysis and ultrasound. It is 

also necessary to note, that the patients’ state of health was constantly improved 

from the very beginning of treatment.  

CRYOMELT MN has no any contraindications to use, no side effects revealed.  

CRYOMELT MN is recommended for using in sports medicine and for the 

weakened patients’ therapy as well. 

The antimutagenic activity study of the drug, conducted in 2011, showed a unique 

ability of CRYOMELT MN to eliminate effects of different mutagenic agents’ 

impact on living organisms, after the fact of such impact took place. 

If there was a mutagen impact on a biological organism and the process of 

mutagenesis was launched, the application of the CRYOMELT MN can effectively 

suppress this process. Three types of mutagens were used: gamma radiation, 

ultraviolet radiation and EMS. In all three cases, CRYOMELT MN confirmed its 

effectiveness.  



The practical significance of this phenomenon can not be overestimated, taking 

into account the realities of our time - ozone holes (ultraviolet radiation), the 

consequences of accidents at nuclear power plants (gamma radiation) and 

environmental pollution (chemical mutagens). 

CRIOMELT MN was used after a mutagenic factor impact, which favorably 

distinguishes it from many other antimutagens, which are effective only when they 

are used before the action of a mutagenic factor. 

This phenomenon was discovered in the St. Petersburg Institute of Nuclear 

Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences. 

The study was conducted under the guidance of Professor, Doctor of Biological 

Sciences  V.Korolev 

Helping the body to effectively combat the negative environmental effects, 

CRYOMELT MN will undoubtedly contribute to the prolongation of life. 

We repeat that CRYOMELT MN is both effective and safe at the same time. 

Preliminary data, which we have, suggest that additional studies will reveal new 

useful qualities of the drug. 

In particular, the results of our planned study of the CRYOMELT MN effect on 

telomerase will, we are confident, position CRYOMELT MN as a drug for 

rejuvenation and active longevity. 

We are confident, based on the results of our research, that CRYOMELT MN can 

enable people to lead longer and healthier lives. CRYOMELT MN combines high 

efficiency with safety. This is the result of our new patented technology. 

Properties of CRYOMELT MN are unique and unusual, and this, naturally, can 

cause doubts. 

We checked and rechecked the results obtained in our laboratories and we are sure 

of their reliability and validity. Subsequently, the effectiveness and safety of 

CRYOMELT MN were confirmed by preclinical and clinical studies. As a result, 

CRYOMELT MN received state registration, as a medical preparation, in Russia. 

Continuing our research, we developed a water treatment technology that enhances 

the action of active substances in injectable preparations on a water basis. 

We are a small private company and we have carried out all the work only at our 

own expense. Therefore, the number of studies carried out is small and their scale 

is modest. But these results also suggest that CRYOMELT MN can make a 

person's active life longer and healthier. 



We are looking for partners to conduct additional studies of properties, to study the 

mechanism of action on the body and for the further promotion of CRYOMELT 

MN. 

We are ready to share our results and our technology to devise interventions that 

enable people to lead longer and healthier lives. 

 We are honest and open to cooperation. We are ready to provide you with all 

information about the CRYOMELT MN studies as well as with the samples of the 

drug. We are ready, if necessary, to confirm the results of our researches in 

independent laboratories. 

Sincerely, Serge Afanasyev, director and founder. 

 


